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		This book covers and makes four major contributions:

	
		1) analyzing and surveying the pros and cons of current approaches for identifying rumor sources on complex networks;

	
		2) proposing a novel approach to identify rumor sources in time-varying networks;

	
		3) developing a fast approach to identify multiple rumor sources;

	
		4) proposing a community-based method to overcome the scalability issue in this research area.

	
		These contributions enable rumor source identification to be applied effectively in real-world networks, and eventually diminish rumor damages, which the authors rigorously  illustrate in this book.

	
		In the modern world, the ubiquity of networks has made us vulnerable to various risks. For instance, viruses propagate throughout the Internet and infect millions of computers. Misinformation spreads incredibly fast in online social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter. Infectious diseases, such as SARS, H1N1 or Ebola, have spread geographically and killed hundreds of thousands people. In essence, all of these situations can be modeled as a rumor spreading through a network, where the goal is to find the source of the rumor so as to control and prevent network risks. So far, extensive work has been done to develop new approaches to effectively identify rumor sources. However, current approaches still suffer from critical weaknesses. The most serious one is the complex spatiotemporal diffusion process of rumors in time-varying networks, which is the bottleneck of current approaches. The second problem lies in the expensively computational complexity of identifying multiple rumor sources. The third important issue is the huge scale of the underlying networks, which makes it difficult to develop efficient strategies to quickly and accurately identify rumor sources. These weaknesses prevent rumor source identification from being applied in a broader range of real-world applications. This book aims to analyze and address these issues to make rumor source identification more effective and applicable in the real world.

	
		The authors propose a novel reverse dissemination strategy to narrow down the scale of suspicious sources, which dramatically promotes the efficiency of their method. The authors then develop a Maximum-likelihood estimator, which can pin point the true source from the suspects with high accuracy. For the scalability issue in rumor source identification, the authors explore sensor techniques and develop a community structure based method. Then the authors take the advantage of the linear correlation between rumor spreading time and infection distance, and develop a fast method to locate the rumor diffusion source. Theoretical analysis proves the efficiency of the proposed method, and the experiment results verify the significant advantages of the proposed method in large-scale networks.

	
		This book targets graduate and post-graduate students studying computer science and networking.  Researchers and professionals working in network security, propagation models and other related topics, will also be interested in this book.
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Handbook of Language and Social Interaction (LEA's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Language and Social Interaction is an interdisciplinary approach to studying the everyday
practices and details that make up the complexities and multifunctionality of human
communication. This area has reached a level of maturity that calls for a handbook specific
to its concerns. That maturity is noticeable in a distinctive body of...
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Co-evolution of Intelligent Socio-technical Systems: Modelling and Applications in Large Scale Emergency and Transport Domains (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2013

	As the interconnectivity between humans through technical devices is becoming ubiquitous, the next step is already in the making: ambient intelligence, i.e. smart (technical) environments, which will eventually play the same active role in communication as the human players, leading to a co-evolution in all domains where real-time...
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Joomla! Explained: Your Step-by-Step Guide (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book was written for my Dad and for people like you.


	I teach Joomla! classes all across the United States and talk with people like
	you who have tried to learn Joomla and other software.


	They order books, watch videos, read online documentation, and go to
	other classes. Many are frustrated and say the same...
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Dental BiotribologySpringer, 2013

	Dental Biotribology summarizes the latest achievements in dental wear and is designed to help the reader better understand the relationship between structures and tribological properties of human teeth. This book provides guidance on the biomimic design of anti-wear engineering systems based on human teeth and also explains mechanisms...
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.Mac with iWeb, Second Edition (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Need to learn what’s new in .Mac fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!
 
  This best-selling reference’s visual format and step-by-step,  task-based instructions will have you up and running with .Mac in no  time. In this completely updated edition of our best-selling guide to  .Mac leading software application expert...
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Xamarin Cross-platform Application Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop production-ready applications for iOS and Android using Xamarin


	About This Book

	
		Write native iOS and Android applications with Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android respectively
	
		Learn strategies that allow you to share code between iOS and Android
	
		Design user interfaces...
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